We present several new studies on the mathematical methods formulation of the important problem of electromagnetic oscillations in cavities on anisotropic and axial-anisotropic media, especially on the writing of the relevant dynamical wave equations and their correct boundary conditions. This study is the physical model for applications of a path integral method presented earlier. 
Electromagnetic oscillations dynamical wave equations
We start this not by writing the initial value problem for Maxwell equations in the presence of sources and in a compact domain Ω with boundary ∂Ω with spatially variable constitutive parameter ( ( ), ( ), ( )). 
Note that the divergence-less of the magnetic field eq (3) in this case can be insured straightforwardly by the equation below:
Let us re-write the problem in terms of vector and scalar potentials with the condition of ( )
Since in this case one has gauge invariance so redundancy on the Maxwell equations solutions one should choose the generalized radiation gauge as a natural gauge fixing to find a unique solution:
In this case the Maxwell dynamical equations eq(17)-eq(24) take the more invariant form below through the use of the electromagnetic potentials ( , )
At this point we address our readers to implement numerical approximate procedures to solve the above written set of linear boundary value problems in a computer by finite-differences or finiteelements.
Finally we write the associated wave equations associative to the full Maxwell equations in the context of an electromagnetic spatially variable medium namely:
+ plus boundary and initial conditions
At this point we call the reader attention that solving electromagnetic problem in cavities with a non-trivial topological/ homological class with potentials, one encounter the severe difficulty of the Helmholtz-Hodge non trivial decomposition of the electromagnetic fields in term of the above mentioned potentials. For
is an harmonic vector field configuration associated to the topologicalhomological characterization of Ω (with Ω being a domain with holes inside for instance, and of difficult determination from the local Maxwell PDE'systems! In this Helmholtz-Hodge context the Maxwell equations written in terms of potential ( , )
A ϕ  are of form with constant medium electric parameters for instance)
+ Boundary conditions
Here the homological-topological electromagnetic field configurations are defined by the Hodge theorem.
We note that non trivial topology on the manifold structure of Ω appear dynamically in Maxwell equations as sources of to electric charge and electric currents.
It appears thus, that considering from the beginning the dynamical equations written directly for the strength field ( , ) E H   , all subtle and very difficulty topological-homological constraints imposed by the Hodge-Helmotz theorem are solved and already built on the boundary conditions imposed directly for the dynamical electromagnetic field equations.
Note that the set of second-order PDE's eq(17)-eq(18) may enlarge the original set of solutions of the first order eqs(l)-eq(2), opposite to the potential method ( , )
A ϕ  . So, further direct verifications of using unique solutions eq(17)-eq(18) for solving eq(l) and eq(2) should be done at the end of the problem solving.
Let us now consider the anisotropic electromagnetic irradiation case in R 3 . In this situation we have the tensorial-matricial constituve relationships on the medium electro-magnetic properties between the electric displacement vector ( , ) D r t   and the associated electric field ( , ) E r t   respectively between the magnetic flux vector ( , ) B r t   and the mag-netic vector field ( , ).
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which can be re-written as of as
In other words
After considering the radiation anisotropic gauge
one has the anisotropic second order Maxwell wave equation for the vector potential ( , )
A r t   , decoupled from the scalar potential. 
where the anisotropic fourth-order electromagnetic medium tensor is explicitly given by 
The equation for the φ -electric potential in the choice radiation gauge eq (36) is devoid of dynamical content and given by a sort of Poisson equation through Maxwell equations once known the solution of the vector potential dynamics as given by eq (36)
We now show that it is possible to choose the anisotropic radiation gauge eq (36). Let ( , )
A φ be a given fixed electromagnetic potential configuration and ( , ) A t ϕ ∂Λ + ∇Λ + ∂ it is gauge transformed.
We now show that it is possible to determine the gauge transformation parameter ( , ) r t Λ  with the gauge field transformed electromagnetic potential configuration satisfying the gauge fixing analytical definition eq 34.
So let us suppose that Finally, the reader should realize perturbative analytical calculations by considering weakly anisotropy around the isotropic case 1, 2 ( 1) g  Maxwell equations in an axial anisotropic conductive medium
